
ADVANCED PAYROLL 

ARE YOUR PEOPLE COSTS UNDER CONTROL? 
Advanced Payroll is a fully integrated payroll application for Microsoft Dynamics 365 for 

Operations that allows organizations to manage their payroll across multiple positions, and in 

multiple legal entities and countries.  

Advanced Payroll handles the entire pay process from recording time and earnings to issuing 

checks and direct deposits. It features comprehensive calculations for earnings, benefits, 

deductions, and garnishments, while still being flexible enough to allow last-minute 

adjustments. Advanced Payroll helps businesses streamline their payroll processes, reduce 

costs, gain insight into personnel costs, and improve payroll accuracy—especially when 

dealing with exceptions and complex business rules.  

The benefits that your company can gain from Advanced Payroll include: 

 Reduced costs by minimizing payroll preparation time and errors 

 Streamlined data-sharing and extraction from other Dynamics 365 for Operations 

modules to maintain accurate records 

 Standardized and automated complex payroll processes 

 Simplified compliance with payroll regulations and laws 

 Improved payroll accuracy and visibility through automation of calculations and in-

product reporting 

With Advanced Payroll, you gain better control over your payroll operations and transform 

your payroll into a strategic tool for monitoring performance and personnel more effectively 

across your organization.  
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Integration 

with Financial 

Modules 

 Seamlessly integrate with Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Operations banks, 

vendors, accounts payable, and the general ledger 

 Access accurate real-time data  with the ability to instantaneously share and 

extract data from other modules in Dynamics 365 for Operations 

Comprehensive 

Calculations   

 Eliminate the need to extract data to a spreadsheet or use a third-party 

solution to calculate pay, deductions, and benefits 

 Define even the most complex rules for payroll, including vacation accrual, 

government tax deductions, conditional premiums and other business rules 

Multiple 

Positions 

 Easily handle payroll for employees who work in multiple locations and get 

paid at multiple rates with no limit on the number of active positions 

Effective Dates   Automatically assign records with a start and end date for a complete and 

accurate history of your employees with the ability to handle retroactive 

processing as well 

 Assign future dates to automatically implement changes in status or benefits, 

even mid-pay period 

Benefits 

Administration   

 Streamline benefits administration with rules-based benefit calculations 

based on enrolments, rate tables and pay groups 

 Simplify the reporting process by sending information to benefit providers 

directly through accounts payable  
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